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New Clinical Study

Colic Calm is clinically proven to reduce crying
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Simply Calm

Natural active ingredients* blended together to calm baby’s discomfort.
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Recommended By Moms

Ease stomach discomfort of your little one.
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may relieve occasional stomach discomfort
from Colic, Gas and Fussiness

Locate store Shop Now
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Identifying Colic

It is fairly common for babies to go through periods when they appear abnormally irritable, fussy, or seem to cry for no reason.

	
1


Baby cries vigorously for long periods, despite efforts to console*

100% FREQUENCY


	
2


During these episodes; baby arches back, pulls knees to chest, clenches fists, flails arms and legs

90% FREQUENCY


	
3


Baby experiences disrupted sleep patterns

83% FREQUENCY




 MORE ABOUT Understanding Colic 
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Colic Calm® Gripe Water is a safe, effective, liquid dietary supplement. Formulated with a blend of 8 dietary supplements, Colic Calm eases baby’s discomfort often associated with gas, colic, hiccups and teething*. Our gentle liquid formula is the #1 selling gripe water for infant gas & colic relief.








Easing Colic

The most frustrating aspect of colic can be the inconsolable nature of your baby’s discomfort. While parents often feel helpless, there are steps that may help alleviate you and your babies suffering.

	
1

The “Colic Hold” uses gravity to apply gentle pressure to your baby’s abdomen. This may help expel gases and increase motility in the gut.


	
2

Gentle motions such as rocking, vibrating or slow dancing can soothe an upset baby.


	
3

Introduce probiotics early. Studies have shown that baby specific oral probiotics, such as CalmCo Probiotic can reduce crying




  MORE ABOUT  Easing Colic 







 


Why Probiotics

Probiotics or “good bacteria” help start your baby’s digestive system off right.

	
1

Colic symptoms may be reduced with the use of daily a probiotic drop.*


	
2

Probiotics aid in developing stronger nutrient absorption and a healthy immune system.*


	
3

Research has shown that use of P.pentosaceus and B.longum can help conditions related to infant colic.*




 Find out more about Probiotics 










What Parents 
have to say

READ MORE TESTIMONIALS
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		This is a great product!! The customer service is great as well!! Wish more companies were like this one!!

		-Janell C - Clarkston, MI
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		I was so excited when I got my new order of Colic Calm.  My son is very gassy and it helps him sleep at night. Love your new box and dropper too.Thank you

		-Lisa D - Pleasanton, CA
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		It has helped out so much  I wish I would have had it for my son who is now two. He was a lot worse than my daughter is. She settles down soon thereafter and I can get back to some shuteye since it is so hard to find a nap time for myself during the day with both an infant and a toddler who is always keeping me very busy. Thanks!

		-Chantal
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		I am very pleased with your product. I ordered it thinking my little one had colic. After 3 months I now realize that she is so irritable because she doesn't know how to calm down and relax in order to go to sleep. So even though I don't think she has colic anymore I am still using your product at times when she gets distraught and I don't know what to do for her and it really helps her calm down and relax. I plan on having some handy when she starts teething in a couple of months! I also really love the fact that I can feel good about giving it to her because I know it is all natural and will not harm her. I use your product now instead of Mylicon  and it seems to help just as well. Thank you for your product.

		-Susannah
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		I have found the gripe water to be very helpful for my baby's digestive system. She had been spitting up a lot and it seemed to be painful for her. She would cry after she spit up. The doctor gave her a prescription for zantac I think. Well after that I ordered this product and stopped giving her the prescription and started her on the gripe water. She seems to improve after a dose for tummy pains. I have also noticed it helps her either be more regular or not as painful for her if she doesn't have a bm in a few days. Also  unlike the other gripe water I tried  my daughter actually likes taking it. I would recommend it to family and friends. Thank you.

		-Melissa
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		We mainly use Colic Calm to help get rid of hiccups. Thankfully, our 10 week old has never had colic, but he has had a lot of gas and hiccups. We like the product because it is all natural and it works very quickly. Thank you. 

		-Sarah B - Ashburn, VA
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		Thank You very much for Colic Calm. My son Alonzo is now 2 months and his colic started 2 weeks after he was born. There were many long nights with very little sleep, it was exhausting, but now that I have purchased Colic Calm and my baby boy is a very happy baby. I get plenty of rest with no more long hours of fussiness. I will tell everyone that I know about colic calm and recommend they order it. Thank You!!!

		-Norma O - Phoenix, AZ
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		Colic calm has saved my life with both of my kiddos I recommend it to anyone having issues with there little ones. My daughter is 8 months old and I still use it.

		-Dessa H - Hawaii
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Need some Support?
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* Claims based on traditional homeopathic practice, not accepted medical evidence. Not FDA evaluated. ** These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. *** The information on this website is presented for educational purposes only and is not medical advice. Always consult a doctor with any questions regarding your child’s health concerns. **** Unless otherwise indicated, the individuals depicted on this site are models used for illustrative purposes only.
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